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Simultaneous testing

- SPP, ISONE, NYISO
- Typically, but not limited to, if the following are common or shared:
  - Staffing
  - Steam headers
  - Stacks and other boiler auxiliaries
  - Condenser cooling equipment (spray modules, pumps, screens, inlets, discharge canals, cooling tower, cooling pond, etc.)
  - Common river flowage or watershed
  - Environmental limitations
Testing window and duration

• ISO NE
  – Summer 80°F or greater
  – ISO unannounced
    • Duration requirements identical to PJM except a 2 hour test for hydro and storage assets
• NYISO
  – June 1st through September 15th
    • 4 hours steam (nuclear, fossil and combined cycle) and hydro, 1 hour CT and diesel
• SPP
  – June 1st through September 30th
  – Within 10°F of the ICAP ratings value
    • 1 hour duration for non-intermittent resources
Ambient corrections

- ISONE
  - Temperature corrected
- NYISO
  - Temperature corrected
- SPP
  - Corrected for dry bulb temperature, wet bulb temperature, barometric pressure and circulating water inlet temperature